
Compose Echo Workspaces



The future of work is in motion. 
Complex problem solving and 
activity-based work is requiring 
people to quickly move between focus 
work and collaboration. This drive 
for effective, adaptive workstyles has 
led to neighborhood planning that 
optimizes real estate. When people  
are an organization’s most valuable 
asset, it is essential to create 
comfortable spaces that give them 
control over where and how  
they work. 

Compose® Echo is a scalable workplace system that 
redefines flexibility, creating dynamic team spaces 
where both individual and collaborative work happen 
fluidly. Each element was thoughtfully designed to fit 
together to maximize space and human performance, 
with the freedom to easily switch between work modes. 
Compose Echo moves the way you do, to support a 
variety of workstyles now and respond to workplace 
needs of the future. 





Freedom to Change

Compose Echo maximizes space 
utilization through applications to 
accommodate project-based work in an 
open plan. This progressive approach 
redefines flexibility by intently building 
mobility into each product for more 
opportunities to adapt to diverse 
workstyles, changing cultures, and new 
ways of working. It provides assurance 
that the workplace will continue to 
respond to future needs, allowing you 
to adapt your space while re-purposing 
existing furniture.



Make It Yours

Compose Echo provides the power of choice to craft your own 
environment. The scalable, modular product line can be dressed up or 
down with optional features and tools that support quick and easy shifts 
between individual and collaborate work. With a cohesive kit of parts 
and an intuitive design made for movement, Compose Echo empowers 
organizations to place value on what is most important for their people 
and spaces with personalization and flexibility for everyone. 



Space That Moves with You

Compose Echo proves two worlds can coexist in one open-plan 
floorplate, creating active spaces for active people. With mobile elements 
and a design made for movement, Compose Echo lets people fluidly 
maneuver and shift between individual and collaborative workstyles to 
support the dynamic range of work activities required throughout the day. 
Quick, easy, intuitive movements also provide the flexibility to change 
posture and position whenever needed to support personal preferences, 
comfort, and well-being.







Design Choices

Compose Echo creates high-performing, flexible workspaces 
that don’t sacrifice design. Warm, inviting shapes, colors, 
textures, and materials create an emotional connection that 
helps people feel comfortable. Retaining the promise of our 
Integrated Palette™, Compose Echo is highly scalable and 
everything within the portfolio is retrofittable with existing 
Compose installations. 





Haworth Design Studio
Our international team of designers collaborates 
with research and development partners to 
create multi-generational products and global 
platforms—with regional needs and preferences 
in mind.



Aligning People and Space for  
Optimal Performance  

Your people, organization, and facilities are at 
the center of everything we do. We help create 
spaces that solve for your business needs— 
resulting in effective people and efficient use of 
real estate. 
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To learn more, visit haworth.com/compose-echo.


